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Head Coach Brandon Schneider
On regrouping after the first half...
“We didn’t have a very good half. I don’t think that we were ourselves for the majority of the first half. We
looked disconnect and disorganized particularly on the offensive side of the ball. To be tied at the half we
were really fortunate for that. We really needed that 15-minutes in the locker room to get back into things.”
On what was said at halftime...
“I thought that poor offensive play was effecting every facet of the game. We just talked about how we
need to get organized in order to execute, we shot 61-percent in the second half. Getting to the free-throw
line I thought was going to be a big key in this game, Flordia does a great job of what we call free-throw
defense, you just don’t get free-throws against them.”
On winning over an SEC team...
“They’re a good team, their two losses coming into today were to No. 8 Flordia State and No. 14 Indiana in
the country. We play a good opponent who I hope goes on to win a lot more games. We’re similar i the fact
that we both have a lot of youth.”
Kansas Guard Holly Kersgieter
On her scoring in the second half…..
“We came out on offensive executing better. They stayed in that zone and we execute our zone stuff pretty well. They are long on the perimeter so it was tough at first, so we adjusted to that and I started hitting
shots.”
On what led to KU making shots to close out the game……
“In the first half we were kind of forcing stuff so in the second half we had to really focus on shot selection.
We had to be smart about how we offensively execute and when we do that it puts pressure on their offense
also.”
Kansas Guard Brooklyn Mitchell
On how Florida’s physicality…..
“I think focusing on finishing at the rim was a big emphasis at practice considering Florida is a team that
plays without fouling. Finishing at the rim was really big.”
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